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certain groups of facts are, concordant in pointing to a hidden
orderliness in the midst of the apparent chaos. Such, for example,
are the facts of colour mixture and the facts which demonstrate
some definite relationship between colour and luminosity. These,
the best established correlations in the whole field of colour vision,
aresthose the importance of which Dr. Edridge-Green minimizes or
denies.

In these scattered remarks I have attempted to show that many
of Dr. Edridge-Green's statements rest upon very doubtful founda-
tions. Stress has been laid upon the evidence against them because
he has tacitly ignored it. Dogmatism may win a Pyrrhic victory,
but it is only by exhaustive study, for which few have the time or
opportunity, or, it- may be feared, the inclination, that a sound
judgment of the intricacies of the subject can be arrived at. in
controversies such as this, however, it is well to remember John
Locke's wise words: " Truth certainly would ;do well enough if she
were once left to shift for herself'. . . But if truth makes not her
way into the understanding by her own light, she will be but the
weaker for any borrowed force violence can add to her."
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IN the BRITISH JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY for July,
Mr. J. H. Parsons has commenced his promised attack on my
theories of vision and colour vision.

In the case of such a very difficult subject, which has been worked
at by the greatest scientific men of the world, many hesitate to form
an opinion because they do not know what can be said on the other
side. An attack, therefore, of this kind which might otherwise
prejudice those only partially acquainted with the subject, greatly
strengthens my position when it can be shown that the arguments,
many very old, are mostly based on misstatements.

In this article he has dealt with the retinal portion of my theory
in which I assume that the rods are not perceptive elements, but
are concerned with the formation and distribution of the visual
purple. Mr. Parsons does not appear to have read my book very
carefully, as nearly all the points he raises have been answered there.
He states that some of the evidence in favour of the rods being
perceptive elements is as follows: Comparative Anatomy: He
states that there are certain animals, as, for instance, the tortoise
which have only cones and others possess only rods. This I have
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alrewlr answered in' my book, page 54: "It was fornrery stated'
that a tortoise possesses' only cones, but on' examining the retina of
as tottoise I found the: nods. and cones as definitely marked and
distinct from eac other- as in man." This argument therefore is
valuefits&

Dr.. Lnday Johnson, whose wok has not received the recognition
in this country it deserves, informed me that in no animal ha-d he
failed to find a visual substance. corresponding to the' visual purple.
I. have spet nmany evenings with' him examining his specimens.
He alsoa told.me: that he haJ discoverd, a large duct leading from the
macular- region. to the lymphatic spaces of the aptic nerve. Though
this is strongly in support of my- thecory, and is probably true, I
ha-ve not pre.viously mentionedi it as II was not- satisfied that I saw
it. in the specimens shown.
The next portion of his attack- has also been dealt with in my

book, page 5{0. "Mlany physiologists have tried to assign different
functions to the rods and, cones, but all these theories have failed,
because all. the functions which were said to' be- the exclusive
property of the rods have- been fonn'd only graduaily diminished in'
the fovea. For instance, von Tschermak, Hering, Hess, Garten,
and I have found the Purkinje phenomenon, the variation in optical
white equations by a state of light and dark adaptation, the
colourless interval for spectral lights i. increasing intensity, the
varying phases of the after image, in the fovea, only gradually
diminished. The complete absence. of any qualitative change
between the foveal and extra foveal regions is a very important
fact in support of the hypothesis that the visual purple is the visual
substance."

Mr.; Parsons has such a biassed style of writing. He writes:
Although there is some difference of opinion on the point, most

competent observers using the most refined methods agree that
Purkinje's phenomenon. is absent at the fovea." .An explanation of-
this difference of opinion is given in my book, page 78. Results
depend uponthe. intensity of the light employed; this demonstration
was given before the Physiological. Society and no one failed to see
the- Purkinje phenomenon with the fovea. Why is Mr. Parsons so
reluctant to observe these facts for himself'? During the many
yeats that. I was doing nothing but- original research on vision and
colour vision at the Physiological Institute, at University College,
why did he n-ot visit my laboratory, as I have often offered to show
him the facts,? Neither has he ever been present at any of the
numeraus, demonstrations that. I have given at the Physiological
Society..
As I have pointed out, the Purkinje phenomenon is a photo-

chemical phenomenon which is- found with other photo-chemical
suhstances, and therefore a duplex mechanism is not needed to
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explain it. Mr. Parsons himself admits that Dr. Houstcyun's work
supports my view of a single mechanism. Mr. Parsons insinuates
that those who have found the Purkinje phenomenon in the fovea,
for instanc-e, Hering, Hess, Garten, and others, are not competent
observers, and do not use refined methods. This style of writing
can-not be too severely condemned. I here challenge him to point out
a defect in the-method which I have devised and which is described
in my book. How can Mr. Parsons possibly judge by reading a
paper whether a particular method is the best. One advantage of
attending International Congresses is that you learn from other
men their opinions of the accuracy of different observers. I found
that those of Hess were regarded with particular respect, and in
this I quite agree. I have never found him wrong yet. His work
on the recurrent image in the fovea is a particularly pretty piece of
work. He shows tltat the recurrent image (stated by others to be
absent in the fovea) appears bent and was therefore retarded.
Both von Kries and Hess- demonstrated their methods to me and it
was quite obvious that retardation would explain von Kries's results.

Mr. Parsons states with regard to my discovery of channels in
the retina, " The anatomical evidence in favour of such channels is
of little value." Why should it be ? Anatomlcal points must be
settled by anatomical evidence. It may be as well to relate how I
discovered them. I was examining the outer side of a monkey's
retina with Mr. Devereux Marshall, a pathologist of the eye of
considerable experience. I pointed out the canals to him and
asked him if by any chance they could be artefacts; his reply was,
"Most emphatically no." I then said we ought to be able to see
them entoptically with our own eyes, and I there and then devised
a method and saw in whirling currents the exact pattern of the
canals of the monkey's retina. Anything more conclusive than
this could hardly be imagined, and the fact of the canals explains
so much of the work of Purkinje.

I would-suggest to anyone who on reading my book finds that he
cannot see some of the phenomena, that he asks another observer,
but on no account tells him what he is supposed to see. I find
that women are particularly good at seeing these phenomena if
they are not biassed one way or the other.

In order to ascertain certain facts -and test certain methods, I
have visited Paris, Utrecht, Groningen, Amsterdam, Upsala, Berlin,
Leipzig, Freiburg, Vienna, Bern, Budapest, etc., whereas Mr.
Parsons would not even cross the road to see my facts, and yet
tries to pose as an authority.

I must here repeat that it is absolutely necessary to see experi-
ments before an opinion can be given upon them. In the time
occupied by a research recorded in a few lines in my book, I could
have written a voluminous compilation.
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Some years ago one of our ablest, physiologists advised me to go
to Prof. Asher, of Bern, whom he considered,the best qualified man
in Europe to give an opinion on the theory of vision. I did so,
and discussed the subject in minute detail. The following is an
extract of a letter received from him March 11, 1920: " Your
theory as to rods and cones, and their position in a' photo-chemical
theory seems to me very suggestive. I have always found a great
difficulty in reconciling the facts of parallelism between the physical
properties of the visual purple and the vision during dark adaptation
with the physiological and psychological improbability of the
Parinaud-Kries theory. Your views seem a way to avoid the
difficulties."
The most conclusive fact against the duplicity theory is that when

a colourless spectrum has been obtained, with further dark adaptation
colour re-appears; in fact Burch stated that with complete dark
adaptation there was no photo-chromatic interval. Spectral coloured
light appeared as coloured immediately it was visible as light.

THREE CASES OF TOTAL REMOVAL OF IRIS
BY

D. J. WOOD,
CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA.

P. A., a fitter, came to ,me some years ago saying that he had been
struck in the left eye, by a piece of iron. The A.C. was full of blood,
and there was a fine cut, not more than 1/8 inch long, just outside
the dornea. The presumption was that the piece of iron was in the
eye. A skiagram was negative, but I knew that the chip was small
and thin from the very small hole. Accordingly I tried with the
only magnet I then possessed, a small one, to get the fragment out.
Using a fine terminal, introduced through the wound, I made three
attempts, but failed. I decided to do no more, and expected the eye
to do badly. To my surprise it remained quiet, and a week later the
blood had more Ithan half gone, but no iris was visible. It had in
fact been entirely removed through the tiny wound and there was no
foreign body in the eye at all. The most unexpected thing was that
when I saw him some months later I found that I had escaped
damaging the lens, and that even the vitreous was 'almost clear.
Vision was 6/9. There was no trace of iris, and the whole lens and
the tips of the ciliary processes could be seen all round.

A. B. M., a carpenter, came to me two years ago with the
history that the night previously he had fallen against some wire
netting and hurt his eye. It was very red, the A.C. was full of
blood, and there was a scar above with iris pigment in it. I
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